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	This book provides a comprehensive review of progress in the acquisition and extraction of electrocardiogram signals. The coverage is extensive, from a review of filtering techniques to measurement of heart rate variability, to aortic pressure measurement, to strategies for assessing contractile effort of the left ventricle and more. The book concludes by assessing the future of cardiac signal processing, leading to next generation research which directly impact cardiac health care.
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Mobile Multimedia Communications: Concepts, Applications, and Challenges (Premier Reference Source)IGI Global, 2007
Mobile multimedia communication is increasingly in demand because of the basic need to communicate at any time, anywhere, using any technology. In addition, to voice communication, people have a desire to access a range of other services that comprise multimedia elements—text, image, animation, high fidelity audio and video using mobile...
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The Print (Ansel Adams Photography, Book 3)Bulfinch, 1995
The Print  is the third and final book in The Ansel Adams Photography Series--the seminal guides fully revised by Ansel Adams shortly before his death in 1984.   The Print, now available in paperback like the other volumes in the series, belongs on every photographer's shelf. It covers the entire printmaking process, from designing and furnishing a...
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Computer Systems Architecture: a Networking Approach (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2006
The new edition of Computer Systems Architecture has been brought up to date with extended descriptions of ARM and Itanium processors and an extended 

introduction to the field of data communications.  Its established approach emphasizes that the vast majority of modern computers are not stand-alone devices, but cooperate...
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Wireless All In One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009

	Link up, connect, or create a network-with no wires attached!


	With such an amazing abundance of electronic devices available in our daily lives, wouldn't it be nice to eliminate getting wrangled by all those wires? With this guide by your side, a team of technical authors walks you through creating a network in your home or...
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The Medicine Bag: Shamanic Rituals & Ceremonies for Personal TransformationHierophant Publishing, 2020

	One of the main tenets of shamanism is a belief in the power of ceremony to manifest change in the physical world. Virtually all shamanic traditions use a variety of ritual practices as tools for personal transformation, healing, and celebration.

	

	Now, in this exciting and practical book, Toltec shaman and New York...
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Securing and Controlling Cisco RoutersAuerbach Publications, 2002
Securing and Controlling Cisco Routers demonstrates proven techniques for strengthening network security. The book begins with an introduction to Cisco technology and the TCP/IP protocol suite, and the subsequent chapters cover subjects such as routing, routing protocols, IP addressing, and Cisco Authentication, Authorization, and Accounting...
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